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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COMMISSION ADVISORY AND COMPLIANCE DIVISION 
Telecommunications Branch RESOLUTION T-14593 

October 23, 1991 

RBSOLUTIOJi 

RESOLUTION T-14593. GTE CALIFORNIA INCORPORATED. 
REQUEST OF GTE CALIFORNIA INCORPORATED TO PROVIDE VOICE 
MESSAGING SERVICE AND BASIC SERVICE ELEMENTS FOR THE 
CONNECTION OF ENHANCED SERVICES TO ITS TELEPHONE 
NEr";ORK. 

BY ADVICE LETTER 5332, FILED JULY 3, 1991. 

SUMMARY 

GTE California Incorporated (GTEC), by Advice Letter (AL) 5332 
filed July 3, 1991, requests approval of tariffs to provide voice 
messaging services and BaSic Service Elements (BSE) for the 
connection of enhanced services to the telephone network as 
authorized by Decision (D.) 91-04-024. This Resolution rejects 
GTEC's proposed tariffs and authorizes GTEC to file revised 
tariffs under a supplementary advice letter with a shortened 
protest period for further Commission consideration. 

A limited protest to this Advice Letter was filed by the Division 
of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA). 

BACKGROUND 

On April 10, 1991, the Commission issued D.90-04-024 authorizing 
GTEC to provide voice messaging services to end user customers on 
an interim tariffed basis without structural separation, and 
required the tariffing of bo~h the services and the associated 
BSEs. The requirements for filing of advice letters to provide 
voice messaging services were set forth in the ordering 
paragraphs of 0.91-04-024. Among other requirements, 0.91-04-024 
ordered GTEC t~ seek Commission approval of its.initial voice 
messaging tariffs, and to include in those tariffs the dates upon 
which its enhanced services are estimated to be available in each 
end office. 

On July 3, 1991 GTEC filed AL 5332 requesting authority to offer 
voice messag~ng services,to i~s end user customers ~n an,interim 
tariffed bas1s for a per10d of two years from the effect1ve date 
of the tariffs, without structural separation. without 
structural separation means that the utility would provide 
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enhanced services on an integrated basis through its monop61r 
service o~rations, In addition, GTEC also pro~sed tariffing 
BSEs so that enhanced service providers can interconnect with 
GTEC's network to provide VOice messA9inq services, or other 
enhanced services, to their end user customers. 

GTEC's propos~dtariff Sch~dule E-3~ E~hanced,$ervic~sl consists 
of a list of effective sheets, table of contents, prel minary 
statement, rates, and special conditions. The rates section in 
toto states. 

-Rates are variable and subjeot to market conditions 
demand, VOlume! and other conditions. Customers will be 
notified in wr ting in advance of price changes. 

-Enhanced services are category III services provided below 
the line (BTL) as established in Decision No. 89-10-031.-

There is no further description in the tariff sheets accompanying 
AL 5332 of the rates GTEC proposes to charge for its voice 
messaging services. 

NOTICE/PROTESTS 

The Advice Letter indicated that GTEC provided notice in 
accordance with G.O. 96-A to all competing utilities, adjacent 
utilities, and all other utilities and interested parties having 
requested such notification. Notification of GTEC's AL 5332 
appeared in the Commission's Daily Calendar on Wednesday, July 
10, 1991. 

A limited protest was filed by the Division of RAtepayer 
Advocates on July 24, 1991 •. ORA believes that the Commission 
should consider the issues inherent in GTEC's filing, such as the 
cost~, rate design; and development and deployment of enhanced 
services, i~ depth in a more generic proceeding which ,it seeS as 
the propp ..... " i:>rum to fully litigate the introduction of enhanced 
servicos. ORA also suggests that the Commission grant GTEC 
limited two year tariff authority pending a review of these 
services and further decision(s) in the Implementation Rate 
Oesign portion of I.87-11-033. 

On July 29, 1991 GTEC responded to DRA's limited prot~st. In its 
response, GTECstated that it ·would comply with any further 
Commission ruling arising from the [Implementation Rate Design 
proceeding].- GTEC also asserted that concerns outlined in the 
DRA limited protest regarding limited interim authority for voice 
messaging services have already been ~ddr~ssed in 0.91-04-024 and 
its AL 5332. Ordering Paragraph 11 of 0.9~-04-024 states I 
-Authority is granted on an interim basis for a 2-year period, 
subject to any conditions ~hich the Commission may impose 
following a broader inVestigation in this or any related 
proceeding.- GTEC's proposed Schedule-E-3

t 
under special 

Conditions, states -Voice Message Service 18 provided on an 
interim basis for a period of two years from the effective date 
of this tariff.-
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The Commission has r.eceived two letters from pacifio Alliance 
search Association in support of GTEC's advice letter filing. 
For economio reasons the Association seeks speedy Commission 
approval. 

DISCUSSION 

GTEC's failure to specify in its proposed enhanced services 
tariff the rates it would charge for voice messaging services is 
troubling. 

In 0.89-10-031, we placed enhanced services including voice mail 
and voice store and forward in category III (fully competitive), 
and concluded that Category III services should have the -maximum 
pricIng flexibility allowed by law.- (See 33 Cal. P.ll.C.2d 43 
at 125, ~26,and 227 (Conclusion of Law No. 10).) In 0.91-04-024 
we specifically authorized GTEC to provide voice messaging 
services to end user customers on an interim basis as Category 
III services. (Mimeo at 17-18.) 

In 0.91-04-024 we also ordered GTEC to provide its voice 
messaging services on a ta~~ffed basis. (Mimeo at 16-18.) The 
requirement that GTEC tariff its voice me~saging services is . 
entirely consistent with oUr recent decisions concerning Pacific 
Bell's application for authority to provide Fax store and Forward 
service, 0.90-07-052 and 0.91-04-072. In those decisions we 
concluded that, under Public Utilities (P.U.) Code S489, when a 
company already recognized as a public utility telephone 
corporation itself offers an enhanced service that includes Use 
of its public .utility telephone lines, then that enhanced service 
~ust be tariffed. (See 0.91-04-072 at 1-2.) 

The proposed tariffs that G~EC has ~iled for its voic~ rnessag1nq 
se~~ices do not comply with the minimum requirements for a tariff 
set forth in P.U. Code S489(a). That section requires -every 
public utility ••• to £ile with the corr~is~ion,schedules 
showing all rates, •.• charges, and classifications .•• to be 
collected or enforced, together with all rules ••• which in.~ny 
manner affect or relate to rates •• ,- GTEC's proposed tariff 
sheets do not contain any rates and therefore do not comply. with 
the legal requirements of §489. Accordingly, GTEC must revise 
its proposed tariff sheets to Specify the rates it proposeS to 
charge for its voice messaging services. In addition, to meet 
the minimum requirements of law, GTEC's tariff must also specify 
all classifications and rules which are necessary to determine 
the applicable rate for its voice messaging services. 

The requirement that GTEC tariff the rates for its voice 
messaging services is consistent with our statement in D.89-10-
031 that Category III services should have the -maximum. pricing 
flexibility allowed by law-, As explAined above, we believe that 
the law requires that GTEC tariff the rates for its voice 
messaging services. Moreover, a tariffing requirement is not the 
same as rate regulation, This tariffing requirement q,oes not, in 
and of itself, limit the rates which GTEC may charge for enhanced 
services. It does, however, require that GTEC make rate 
information publicly available, 
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We also note that Ordering para9raph 10 of D.91-04-0~4 requires 
GTEC's tariffs to -inolude dates upon whlchits enhanced services 
are estimated to be available in eaoh end office.- Any propOsed 
tariff sheets that GTEC files for its voice messaging services 
must comply with this requirement as well. 

We will reject GTEC's propOsed tariffs and authorize GTEC to 
submit a supplemental advIce letter meeting our concerns. 

The issue of offering voice messaging s~rvlces has already been 
addressed in D,91-04-0~4, and interested parties haVe been served 
with copies of GTEC's AL 533~ and proVided a twenty day period to 
protest under G,O. 9G-A, Only a small, albait pivotal, section 
of AL 5332'8 proposed tariffs is at issue at this point. In some 
important respects the changes GTEC must make to proposed. 
Schedule E-3 for it to_conform to the requirements of S489{a) are 
analogous to the rate filings either increasing or decreasing 
rates for which we allowed only an eight day protest period under 
0.89-10-031. As we found in 0.91-04-024, there is a public need 
for GTEC's voice messaging services. In ligh~ of this finding 
and the supporting letters indicating a need for prompt tariff 
approval, we believe it appropriate to limit the protest period 
for GTEC's supplemental advice letter to ten days pursuant to 
G.O. 96-A, Section XV. 

FINDINGS 

1. 0.91-04-024 authorized GTEC to pro~ide voice messaging 
services, and ordered the initial tariffs be subject to 
Commission approval before taking effect. 

2. GTEC filed Advice Letter 5332 on July 3, 1991 requesting 
C~mmission approval of tariffs to provide BSEs for the connection 
of enhanced services to the telephone network by all parties 
wishing to provide such services, and voice.messaging service. 

3. GTEC'8 proposed tariff Schedule E~3 for enhanced services 
does not contain all the rates, classifications and rules which 
are necessary to determine the charges for voice messaging 
services, and therefore does not comply with the minimum 
requirements for a tariff set forth in P.U. Code Section 489(a). 

4. The tariffs proposed by GTEC's AL 5332 do not inclUde dates 
upon which its enhanced services are estimated to be available in 
each end office, and therefore do not comply with Ordering 
Paragraph 10 of D.91-04-024. 

5. A limited protest to this Advice Letter was filed by ORA. 
ORA maintains that enhanced service issues need further _ 
litigation, and that GTEC's proposed tariff offerings should be 
on an interim two year basis only. 

6. The restrictions of 0.91-()4-()24 a-nd statemen'ts in GTEC' s 
Advice letter adequately resolve concerns raised in DRA's limited 
protest. 
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7. The tariffs GTEC propOses irtAt 5332 ~hould be relected, and 
GTEC should be authorized to submit a 6upplemeptal adv ce letter 
addressing the concerns expressed in this Resolution. 

9. It 1s appropriate to limit the protest period for GTEC's 
voice messaging supplemental advice letter to ten days pursuant 
to G.O. 96-A, Section XV. 

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED thatt 

1. The tariffs accompanying GTE California's Advice Letter 5332 
are rejected without prejudice. 

2. GTE California is authorized to file a supplement to Advice 
Letter 5332 addressing ~he conc~rns expressed in this Resolution. 
The protest period for GTE california's supplemental advic~. 
letter shall be shAll be limited to ten days, and the tariffs 
a~companying the supplemental Advice letter shall not go into 
effect until approved by the Commission. 

The effective date of this Resolution is today. 

I certify that this Resolution was adopted by the Public 
Utilities Commission at its regular meeting on October 23, 1991. 
'rhe following commi.ssioners approved itt 
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N J. SJIUIJof.AN 
Executive nirector- . 
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PATRICIA loi. R'KERI' 
President 

.lOON B. OHA.)HlI...~ 

DA.~ IE!. »0. FESSLER 
OOR.\1AN O. SHlh'-S\'!\ Y 

COtWs5 iooers 


